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Market Volatility Harvester™ Quickstart Notes For Subscribers 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

DISCLAIMER 

FUTURES TRADING INVOLVES SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF LOSS AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR ALL INVESTORS. PAST RESULTS ARE 

NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.  

THE HIGH DEGREE OF LEVERAGE THAT IS OFTEN OBTAINABLE IN FUTURES TRADING CAN WORK AGAINST YOU AS WELL AS 

FOR YOU. THE USE OF LEVERAGE IN FUTURES TRADING CAN LEAD TO LARGE LOSSES AS WELL AS PROFITS. FUTURES 

TRADING IS NOT SUITABLE FOR ALL INVESTORS, AND INVOLVES THE RISK OF LOSS. YOU MUST BE AWARE OF THE RISKS OF 

FUTURES TRADING AND BE WILLING TO ACCEPT THEM. DON’T TRADE WITH MONEY YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO LOSE. 

CFTC RULES 4.41 – HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN LIMITATIONS, UNLIKE AN 

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING. ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES 

HAVE NOT BEEN EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER-OR-OVER COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF 

CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT 

TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT 

ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFIT OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Thank you for downloading Market Volatility Harvester™, please read through all items noted below to 

take full advantage of everything offered in this advanced trading software.  

Setup Help 
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1. Market Volatility Harvester™ is a fully automated trading system. This means once you set the 

parameters your are comfortable with, such as price targets, stop price etc, and then enable the Market 

Volatility Harvester™ system, it will automatically enter and exit trades for you. However, you should still 

monitor your trades and the NinjaTrader trading platform, as well as monitor your computer and Internet 

connection to ensure everything is up and running.  

2. Market Volatility Harvester™ is a long-short trading system. This means it is looking for both long and 

short trading opportunities.  

3. Market Volatility Harvester™ is designed for the E-mini S&P 500 futures (ES) only. Pinnacle Quant, LLC 

will be developing additional fully automated trading systems in the future that will cover other 

instruments. Please note, you will need live data for the E-mini S&P 500 Futures (ES) to use Market 

Volatility Harvester™. If you are looking for a free trial for the data before you purchase a monthly data 

subscription, then please visit IQFeed.net's site for details and a 7-day free trial, but note that IQFeed will 

only provide you with 7 days of historical data: 

https://www.iqfeed.net/NinjaTrader/index.cfm?displayaction=start .   

4. Market Volatility Harvester™ is designed to run on the 1-minute chart timeframe. Please do not use it on 

any other timeframes. To set-up a 1-minute chart, choose the ES (expiration month-year) instrument from 

the Data Series in NinjaTrader, then under "Period" type in 1 as your "Value" and click "Apply."  

5. Market Volatility Harvester™ is designed to trade during ETH (Electronic Trading Hours). As such, in 

NinjaTrader, upon loading the 1-minute chart, next to "Trading Hours" you must choose "CME US Index 

Futures ETH" option from the dropdown.  
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6. Market Volatility Harvester™ will attempt to exit all open trades approximately one minute to five 

minutes before 2PM PST, which is the close of the CME US Index Futures ETH Session; note that the CME 

US Index Futures ETH session reopens at 3PM PST Sunday through Thursday. As such, please ensure your 

computer's time clock is working properly, and is set to UTC-8 Pacific Time (US & Canada). 

7. Parameters - Market Volatility Harvester™ offers several different parameters that you can change. For 

example, you can change your StopTicks (stop market order for both long and short trades), which is 

currently set to exit when price moves against you by 19 ticks.  

You can also change ProfitTargetTicksLong (your profit target for your long trades), and/or 

ProfitTargetTicksShort (your profit target for short trades). Currently, the default profit target for long 

trades is set at 999 ticks; and default profit target for short trades is set at 999 ticks.  

Moreover, you can also change the NetSessionProfitLimit number (the approximate net profit in USD per 

contract, per session, excluding commissions paid to your broker), which is currently set at 

$8,888/contract/session. Very important to remember this net number is calculated once the your trading 

position is flat (meaning you are out of the trade) upon the close of the bar, so it is technically possible to 

have more net profit per session than the amount per contract you input in this field, if that profit were to 

happen prior to the closing of the bar, and/or before the position is flat. Please note, if you leave the 

approximate NetSessionProfitLimit number per contract field at $8,888, and if your net profit for a given 

session is $8,887 at the close of the bar, and the Market Volatility Harvester™ strategy is enabled, the 

system will still look for another trade. Please note, commissions paid to your broker are excluded from this 

number. Also note, CME US Index Futures ETH ends at 2P PST and begins at 3P PST on the same day, and 

that does impact daily calculations. The NetSessionProfitLimit parameter is essentially an approximate net 

profit per session, per contract, excluding commission paid to your broker, filter, and should not be relied 

upon as any sort of a concrete hard and fast number where the system would stop looking for trades. 

Additionally, you can also change NetSessionLossLimit (the approximate net loss in USD per contract, per 

session, excluding commissions paid to your broker), which is currently set at $888/contract/ session. Very 

important to remember this net loss per session number is calculated once your trading position is flat 

(meaning you are out of the trade) upon the close of the bar, so it is technically possible to lose far more 

than the amount per contract, per session, you input in this field, if that loss were to happen prior to the 

closing of the bar, and/or before the position is flat. Please note, if you leave the NetSessionLossLimit per 

contract field at $888, and if your net loss for a given session is $887 at the close of the bar, and the Market 

Volatility Harvester™ strategy is enabled, the system will still look for another trade, and that new trade 

itself may take a stop loss. As such, please add your stop loss number to the "NetSessionLossLimit" number, 

then add potential slippage and commissions paid to your broker to get closer to the actual worst case 

scenario per session loss amount. Please note, CME US Index Futures ETH ends at 2P PST and begins at 3P 

PST on the same day, and that does impact daily loss calculations. The NetSessionLossLimit parameter is 

essentially an approximate net loss per session, per contract, excluding commission paid to your broker, 
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filter, and should not be relied upon as any sort of a concrete hard and fast "max loss" number where the 

system would stop looking for trades.  

8. Parameters(RF) - The new NT8 version of Market Volatility Harvester™ comes with Pinnacle Quant's 

RangeFrequency indicator, which you can optionally use. RangeFrequency is essentially a trade entry filter 

that checks historical stats based on your inputted parameters to decide if the system should enter a trade 

or not. Once you click the checkmark, you would be enabling the RangeFrequency indicator. The 

RangeFrequency indicator would run as a final filter on whatever trades the trading logic of Market 

Volatility Harvester™ would have produced. The RangeFrequency indicator looks back to trading days you 

specify, and the length of time for which you would like to analyze the potential trade, and based on your 

entered parameters, it would determine if a trade would have historically gone in your favor based purely 

on stats, and based strictly on your inputted parameters. As an example, let's assume you enable the 

RangeFrequency Indicator. Then in this hypothetical the logic of Market Volatility Harvester™ finds a 

potential long trade it would like to enter, but before entering that trade, it would check to see if it matches 

up with the parameters you provided in the RangeFrequency indicator - if it meets those parameters, it 

enters the trade; if it does not meet those RangeFrequency parameters, it does not enter the trade. 

You can set how many ticks you would like a historical trade to be in your favor next to the RFReachedTicks 

parameter. The default setting is currently 9 ticks, but you can change that to whatever number of ticks you 

wish.  

You can set how many trading days the indicator should look back to check the historical stats. You can do 

so next to the RFSearchPeriod parameter, which currently has a default setting of 35. That means if today 

were Monday, and RFSearchPeriod was set to 35, the RangeFrequency indicator would look back 35 

Mondays. Of course, this means you need to have enough days loaded on your chart or your Strategy 

Analyzer for the indicator to be able to dig through that data. If you were to keep the default number at 35, 

you would need to have at least 245 days (actually for better accuracy always load the minimum days 

required plus 1, so for 35 weeks load 246 days) loaded on the chart or the Strategy Analyzer for the 

RangeFrequency indicator to be able to crunch through the data.  

You can set the end time of when the search for historical data should stop by setting the number of 

minutes next to the RFDurationMinutes parameter. The default number for RFDurationMinutes is set to 

400. That means from the point of a potential trade entry the logic of Market Volatility Harvester™ was 

going to make, the RangeFrequency indicator will measure 400 minutes (essentially a full regular trading 

day, which is 6.5 hours, plus 10 minutes).  

You can set what percentage of this historical statistical lookup of trades had to be in the trade's favor 

based on the parameters you input next to the RFMinimumPercent field. The default number is set to 70, 

which means the trade had to meet your inputted parameters at least 70% of the time for Market Volatility 

Harvester™ to enter that trade.  
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Here's another example of how the RangeFrequency optional indicator would work if you enable it by 

clicking on the accompanying checkbox. Let's assume based on the trading algorithm set in Market 

Volatility Harvester™ a potential trade was found, but you had also checked the RangeFrequency indicator 

thus had enabled it. So instead of entering the potential trade that Market Volatility Harvester™ had found 

based on the trading logic, it will first check to see if your inputted parameters within the RangeFrequency 

indicator are being met. If upon analyzing the data it finds that your inputted parameters are being met, 

the system will enter the trade; if upon analysis it finds your inputted parameters are not being met, it will 

not enter the trade. So, if today were Monday, and the time that Market Volatility Harvester™ was going to 

enter a long trade based on the algorithm's logic was 6:20AM, and you had checked the checkbox next to 

RangeFrequency and had left all of the default RangeFrequency parameters in place, the system would look 

back 35 Mondays starting from 6:20A and stopping at 1PM (the default RFDurationMinutes of 400 minutes) 

to see if between the 6:20A start time and ending at 1P a long trade would have been up at least 9 ticks 

(the default for RFReachedTicks), 70% of the time (default for RFMinimumPercent). Upon analyzing the 

data, if those parameters were met, it would enter the trade. If upon analyzing the data those parameters 

were not being met, then it would not enter the trade. Please note, in most cases, enabling the 

RFRangeFrequency indicator would get you less trades; you should run thorough backtests with this 

indicator enabled and disabled (by default it is disabled) to see which style of trading you prefer. 

9. Market Orders. Market Volatility Harvester™ uses market orders for all trades (entries, pre-programmed 

exits, and stops). The only limit orders the system uses is for profit targets. As such, please account for 

slippage on all market orders. If we had used limit orders for entries, we would potentially be missing out 

on trades we wanted to take; and if we had used limit orders for exits, we would potentially end up holding 

on to trades that we wanted to exit. 

10. Backtesting. Prior to trading, it is highly recommended that you backtest a lot! You can backtest Market 

Volatility Harvester™ going all the way back to 2008. Although you can certainly edit them, start your 

backtests using the default inputs shown under the "Parameters" (noted above in item #7). However, since 

there are literally thousands of cumulative trades Market Volatility Harvester™  would have taken if you go 

back over a decade, in order not to potentially overload your computer, it is best to backtest year-by-year. 

So backtest 2020, then backtest 2019, then backtest 2018, and so on. With each backtest, please spend 

some time drilling down on the results by day, by week, by month etc. so that you become more familiar 

with the system. Moreover, study the charts to see why a trade may have failed. Here is a tutorial from 

NinjaTrader on How to run backtests on NinjaTrader 8: https://youtu.be/doNXy_AXQXo 

11. Run live SIM trades on chart. It is highly recommended that you run live simulated trades for a long 

while, before you do any live cash trades. As such, enable Market Volatility Harvester™ on your 1-minute 

chart under the CME US Index Funds ETH session template, and let the system run in simulation mode, 

while you simply observe/study it for a while. As for the chart itself, it has several indicators on it; some 

traders like having the indicators on a chart, other trades would rather remove indicators from the chart to 

reduce clutter. By default, Market Volatility Harvester™ displays all indicators, but if you want all indicators, 

except the Pivots indicator, removed, then just uncheck the Display Indicators box under Show Indicators.  
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12. It is recommended that you not enable the Market Volatility Harvester™ strategy on a live chart in the 

middle of a trading day while the trading session is live (this is only applicable for live cash trades). Wait for 

the one hour trading session break, which is between 2PM PST and 3PM PST Sunday to Thursday, or when 

the market is closed, to enable the Market Volatility Harvester™ strategy for live cash trading purposes.  

13. You should know the nuances of how NinjaTrader works before using any fully automated trading 

system built for NinjaTrader. For example, you should be very familiar with the settings in NinjaTrader 

under Tools > Options >  Strategies > NinjaScript before you enable Market Volatility Harvester™ or any 

other fully automated trading strategy. If you need any help with respect to how NinjaTrader works, please 

contact the excellent support staff at NinjaTrader and ask them for help and/or tutorials, by emailing them 

directly at PlatformSupport@NinjaTrader.com. 

14. Margin Requirement. Although there is no "perfect" answer, it is best to have at least 2X the overnight 

margin requirement (see your broker for the current overnight margin requirement) per contract in your 

trading account when you decide to do live cash trades. Shop around, some brokers offer interest for idle 

cash sitting in a trading account. 

15. Start Behavior on a chart. The default setting for Start Behavior in NinjaTrader 8 is "wait until flat." This 

is a choice every trader must make on their own, as Market Volatility Harvester™ is a self-directed system. 

Please carefully read the literature as provided by NinjaTrader with respect to your Start behavior options 

here: https://ninjatrader.com/support/helpGuides/nt8/?syncing_account_positions.htm , and make your choice 

accordingly. 

16. Exit On Session Close. This feature in enabled as a default in Market Volatility Harvester™. Although you 

can change this parameter in the UI, it is recommended it remains active. You can read about this feature here: 

https://ninjatrader.com/support/helpGuides/nt8/?isexitonsessionclosestrategy.htm . Moreover, Exit on Session 

Close Seconds is set at 30 seconds; you can read about Exit on Session Close Seconds here: 

https://ninjatrader.com/support/helpGuides/nt8/?isexitonsessionclosestrategy.htm .  

17. Manually Canceling A Trade. Although manually cancelling a trade while using an automated strategy, such 

as Market Volatility Harvester™ is not recommended, as things may not function as intended when you 

manually try to override an automated system; yet manually canceling a trade is something that is technically 

possible to do in NinjaTrader 8. If you decide to manually exit a trade, please see the instructions on how to do 

so as noted in post #2 by NinjaTrader_Jesse here: https://ninjatrader.com/support/forum/forum/ninjatrader-

8/platform-technical-support-aa/1040418-how-to-close-all-trades.  Remember, if you choose to manually exit a 

trade, and the strategy gets disabled, you must wait until the CME US Index Futures ETH session is closed (2PM 

PST) before you re-enable the Market Volatility Harvester™.  

18. Activating and Setting Up Market Volatility Harvester™. As noted in the set-up images shown above, 

immediately after importing the Market Volatility Harvester™, you will need to provide your unique 

personalized Machine ID for Pinnacle Quant, LLC to track your license. To do so, on NinjaTrader, click on 

Help > 3rd Party Licensing. The Vendor name is: PinnacleQuant (this is case sensitive so only the P and Q 

are capitalized, and there is no space). For the User defined ID, type in your full name with no spaces, then 
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click submit. Finally, copy the generated machine ID and email it to Raffi@PinnacleQuant.com. In the 

email's subject heading, write My Licensing Info, and in the body paste the machine ID value you copied. 

Please use the email address you used to set-up your PinnacleQuant.com subscription when emailing your 

machine ID.  Within 24 hours you will receive an email notifying you that your license is active. At that 

point, reboot NinjaTrader (close it, and re-open it) before your work with Market Volatility Harvester™. 

19. Many clients had requested the upgraded NT8 version of Market Volatility Harvester™ not rely on any 

CBOE VIX Index data that the NT7 version relied on. As requested, the NT8 version of Market Volatility 

Harvester, which was released on 7/17/2020, will be replacing the NT7 version, and will no longer require 

the CBOE VIX Index data. The NT7 version although supported, will no longer receive any further updates, 

as all updates will be streamlined and deployed for the new and upgraded NT8 version only.  

20. Monitor Everything - You should monitor everything related to your trading account. In addition to 

their manual monitoring efforts, some people have set-up automated notification alerts using various 

NinjaTrader indicators, as well as automated Internet connection uptime monitors to continually check on 

their Internet connection. Some have mitigated potential Internet connection disruptions by using a router 

with failover capability, such as the one described on this write-up: https://pinnaclequant.com/internet-

connection-failover-redundancy-teltonika-router/. Others manually check in on their computers and 

trading software from their smartphones via TeamViewer. Use whatever method you are comfortable with, 

but do monitor your software, trading account, computer(s), and Internet connection. Of course, if you 

need to, you can always manually exit and/or disable Market Volatility Harvester™ at your discretion. 

21. Please watch the Market Volatility Harvester™ tutorial as it explains what the parameters mean, and 

how you can use them. This video tutorial is located in the PinnacleQuant.com control panel area, which 

can be accessed by clicking on the Customer Login button on the top right menu of PinnacleQuant.com and 

logging in with your credentials.  

***IMPORTANT: FOR All TRADERS THAT ARE NOT IN THE PACIFIC STANDARD TIME ZONE*** 

You will need to change the time zone settings of both your NT8, as well as your computer to the PST 

time zone, which is (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada) .  In NT8, go to Tools > Options > General > 

Time Zone > Change it to (UTC-8) Pacific Time (US & Canada) > Click OK. Then exit NinjaTrader 8 (this is an 

important step). Ensuring NinjaTrader 8 is shut down, change your computer's clock to (UTC-8) Pacific 

Time (US & Canada). If you need instructions on how to change your computer's time zone, please 

reference the below links. When changing a computer's time zone historical data may get corrupted. 

Please follow the below steps to correct that issue: 

 

a) First, exit NinjaTrader 8 

b) Delete the 'cache' folder located in this path: Documents > NinjaTrader 8 > db > cache 

c) Delete the 'day' folder located in this path: Documents > NinjaTrader 8 > db > day 

d) Delete the 'minute' folder located in this path: Documents > NinjaTrader 8 > db > minute  
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e) Delete the 'tick' folder located in this path: Documents > NinjaTrader 8 > db > tick     

f) Start NinjaTrader 8 

g) Connect to your live market data provider 

h) Reload the data by loading ES on a chart, then right click on the chart, and click "Reload All 

Historical Data" as noted here:  

https://ninjatrader.com/support/helpGuides/nt8/?reload_historical_data.htm 

Windows 7 Instructions to change your time zone to (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada): 

https://www.di-mgt.com.au/wclock/help/wclo_setsysclock.html 

 

Windows 8 instructions to change your time zone to (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada) 

https://www.dell.com/support/article/en-us/sln294054/how-to-change-the-computer-clock-time-in-

windows-8?lang=en 

 

Windows 10 Instructions to change the time zone to (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada): 

https://www.windowscentral.com/how-change-your-device-time-zone-settings-windows-10 
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Setting NinjaTrader 8 in PST  
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How To Install Market Volatility Harvester™ ™ ™ ™ Updates  

All subscribers get free Market Volatility Harvester™ updates for the life of their subscription. When an 

update is ready for downloading, you will receive an email notifying you to login to your 

PinnacleQuant.com account, and download the new update from the "Download" area of your 

PinnacleQuant.com control panel. Once you download the update, you will first need to remove the old 

Market Volatility Harvester™ version from your NinjaTrader 8 assembly area, as NinjaTrader will not allow 

such a file with the same filename to be overwritten. To delete the old version of Market Volatility 

Harvester™ click on Tools > Remove NinjaScript Assembly > Click on MarketVolatilityHarvesterMachXVXXXX 

> Click Remove > Click Yes. Once the old version is removed, you can then import the NEW version of 

Market Volatility Harvester™ by clicking on Tools > Import > NinjaScript Add-on > NinjaTrader 8 Directory, 

assuming the MarketVolatilityHarvesterMachXVXXXX .zip file was saved in the NinjaTrader 8 directory > 

Click on MarketVolatilityHarvesterMachXVXXXX > Click OK > Follow the prompts. Here a picture on how to 

remove the old Market Volatility Harvester™ version, before you import the new one: 
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***ACTION REQUIRED*** 

Before you do any trading, please reference the example hypothetical performance results noted here: 

https://PinnacleQuant.com/hpr - if for the same exact parameters, the numbers you show in your 

hypothetical results are vastly different, then either your computer's time zone is not in PST, and/or your 

historical data may be corrupted. Please reference the above noted instructions for resolution. Also, please 

note that the above link is only accessible to those with active and paid Market Volatility Harvester™ 

licenses, who are logged in to their PinnacleQuant.com account. If you are not logged in to your 

PinnacleQuant.com account, the above link will redirect you back to the homepage of PinnacleQuant.com, 

where you can login by clicking on "Customer Login." 

If you find your hypothetical performance numbers are similar, but not exactly the same, even though you 

may find such slight differences to be acceptable to you, it should still be noted that a couple of different 

things may cause that; including a variance in your computer's clock and the computer's clock that 

generated the example hypothetical performance, and/or a variance in data providers. Even if there is a 

one second difference in computer clocks, it may cause the closing price of a bar to be slightly off, which 

depending on the chart's set-up, may cause a trade not to execute. As for data, certain data providers 

produce snapshots or filtered data, while other data providers produce unfiltered data. That slight variance 

in data may cause a variance in the closing price of a bar, and that variance in price may cause a trade not 

to execute. Please always ensure your computer's clock is not running slowly, and if it is, please take action 

to remedy that issue.  


